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Introduction:
Pelvic Radiotherapy treatments are usually given over a period of 4-6 weeks by 20-28 fractions. In the
era of high dose conformity, the need for high accuracy in setup margins is also required. There are high
chances of daily setup variations ultimately lowering the precision and accuracy of treatment. To lower
this error radiotherapy is delivered with proper immobilisation and setup errors are accounted for by
creating PTV or Planning target volume, which is created by adding setup margin to CTV or clinical
Target volume which is the area with high disease burden (either gross or microscopic). Wrong or
unmatched PTV margins may also result in target miss. Hence, it is essential for every institute to
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evaluate and analyze their setup error. This will give more accurate margins and CTV to PTV ratios. An
effective way of producing geometrical margins is by statistical models, which allow for reduction in
margin sizes and which are smaller but effective in tumor control. Usually, these setup margins are
population-based margins and are assigned according to disease site viz. Cervix, Rectum, Prostate etc.
it is usually kept at 5 mm. However, it is imperative that each department verifies its own setup margins
to ensure proper precision and accuracy of treatment. This is necessary to ensure proper delivery of
accurate treatment.
Objective: To evaluate if the PTV margins given as per the population-based margins are sufficient
enough to cover all setup errors in the Pelvic Malignancy patients treated in our department.

Methodology
Design of the study is retrospective. 50 Patients that underwent radiation for pelvic malignancies (Cervix,
Prostate, Rectum, Endometrium, etc) with daily CBCT imaging protocol, from March 2020 to March
2021 were utilised for the purpose of the study.
Daily shift in set up in X,Y,Z directions before treatment was recorded in table form for the entire
duration of treatment.
Once all data had been recorded, Van Herk Formula and Stroom formula were used to calculate
population based PTV margins. Patient population characteristics are given in table 1
sex

Treatment
intent

SUBSITE
DISTRIBUTION

MALE

38

FEMALE

12

RADICAL

27

ADJUVANT

14

NEO-ADJVANT

9

CERVIX/ENDOMETRIUM

12

RECTUM

9

PROSTATE

29

The Van Herk Formula and Stroom formula were used to calculate population-based margins
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Observations:
1. The average setup margins were 0.48 cm in X axis, 0.50 cm in Y axis and 0.44 cm in the Y axis as
calculated by the Van Herk formula.
2. The average setup margins were 0.42 cm in X axis, 0.43 cm in Y axis and 0.38 cm in the Z axis as
calculated by the Stroom formula.
• By both the formulas viz . Van Herk and stroom formulas the setup margins in all the three axes (x,y,z)
were in tune with the population based margins of 0.5 cm which were used in the department.
• Thus the current margins applied for setup errors are well within the safety range to offer precise and
accurate treatment to the patients.

Review of literature:
• Setup errors are created in radiotherapy treatment setup by a variety of causes. This depends upon
the anatomical site receiving radiotherapy and the setup quality of the institute, including, but not
limited to the accurate matching of laser markers, type of immobilization device used, poor patient setup,
resolution of the kV imaging, plus accurate matching of the DRR to the kV images and CBCT to the
planning CT before beginning of treatment. In addition to this, both inaccuracy in the position of the
bony structures (patient setup) and unknown internal target motion relative to the bony anatomy
contribute to the uncertainty in the target position during irradiation.
• Excess PTV margins may translate to extra dose to the sigmoid colon, small bowel, rectum and bladder.
The toxicity of small bowel is the limiting factor in whole pelvic radiotherapy, leading to diarrhea, nausea,
malabsorbtion and pain abdomen Population based margins for PTV, can be as much as 40mm and can
result in large volumes of OARs getting irradiated. Since financial constraints play a major role in
deciding quality of care in India, choosing a centre specific, and individualized PTV margins, which limits
the bowel and bladder toxicity in patients where daily imaging is not available, are essential for ensuring
quality care.

Discussion:
• By both the formulas viz . Van Herk and stroom formulas the setup margins in all the three axes (x,y,z)
were in tune with the population based margins of 0.5 cm which were used in our department. Thus
the current margins applied for setup errors are well within the safety range to offer precise and accurate
treatment to the patients.
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• The current practice of applying setup margins of 0.5 cm from CTV to PTV should be continued to offer
precise and accurate treatment to the patients. Similar audits should be conducted for other subsites
like Thorax and Brain to ensure that precise and accurate treatment is being delivered to all patients. It
should be ensured that strict simulation and immobilisation protocols continued to be followed so that
the current standard of care can be maintained.
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